
PEARLS  
OF THE SEA 
Oyster Bars  
in Boston 

By Courtney Prather
Legal Harborside
Legal Harborside is Legal Seafood’s three-story flagship 
property overlooking the Boston Waterfront. The three 
floors invite three different atmospheres. Floor one evokes 
a seafood shack feel with a casual menu reminiscent of a 
fish market, and an extensive oyster bar. Chef Rich Vellante 
tells how Legal Seafood prides its oyster selection for the 
variety, as well as the quality. 
 Legal Harborside serves oysters primarily from the Cape 
region. Legal favorites include Wellfleet oysters such as 
East Bay Blondes and Duxbury. Chef Vellante says, “We’re 
constantly tasting and testing in communication with the 
farmers to see what’s available so it’s an ever-changing 
landscape.” The outstanding part of Legal’s oyster selec-
tion is the rigorous testing the oysters are put through. “We 
quarantine the oysters for 24 hours and we do bacterial tests 
just to make sure they’re of the highest quality and are the 
most pristine oysters. We double-check the standards out 
there so we have our own lab and commissary testing.”  
 What’s this scientific, lab-testing chef’s favorite way to 
enjoy this summer staple? Pure with a little lemon to expe-
rience the true flavor of the oyster with a glass of white wine. 

“I mostly enjoy it very neat with a crisp, minerally glass of 
white wine.” 

Ernest Hemingway wrote in 

his memoir, “As I ate the 

oysters with their strong taste of 

the sea and their faint metallic 

taste that the cold white wine 

washed away…I lost the empty 

feeling and began to be happy 

and to make plans.”  

Oysters are a New England 

favorite, and while you’re  

spending time in the Boston 

sunshine this summer, you’re 

likely to scavenge the city for 

these deep sea treasures. Here 

are some of our favorite oyster 

bars to shack up in and enjoy 

this summer’s pearls of the sea. 

We wouldn’t boast to put words 

in Hemingway’s mouth, but 

we’re pretty sure he’d agree. 
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Ostra
Chef Mitchell Randall opened Ostra in January of this 
year to instant acclaim. Ostra specializes in Mediter-
ranean cuisine. The restaurant’s name is borrowed 
from the Spanish term for oyster. Ostra serves almost 
entirely East Coast oysters, depending on customer 
requests. The way Randall sees it is, “People are happy 
with the product we have around here.” There are 
always three oysters on the Ostra menu, and they 
change about every week to two weeks. When I asked 
how he suggests enjoying this summer treat, Randall 
says it’s best to try them on their own before dressing 
them up in garnishes. “First try them naked, to get 
the brininess and the chew of it before using sauces.” 
When it comes to drinks, Randall suggests champagne 
and sparkling wine with oysters. “We like to accompany 
oysters with mignonette, a vinegar sauce with shal-
lots and fresh black pepper.” And what’s the chef’s 
personal favorite way to splash into this summer dish? 
Muscadet, a fine French wine, with naked oysters. 
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McCormick and Schmick’s 
McCormick and Schmick’s bar and restaurant in the 
historical Faneuil Hall district is steps away from Quincy 
Market. The team at the Boston location prides them-
selves on keeping the local color on their menu, continu-
ally rotating four of the most seasonal oysters. They’re a 
traditional New England seller all the way, serving blue 
points oysters from Long Island, Wellfleet oysters off the 
Cape, and then from colder waters out of Canada’s Prince 
Edward Island, and Amalpeck and Chimcoti from warmer 
Virginian waters. McCormick and Schmick’s summer 
favorites are Malbecq oysters, which are typically smaller, 
sweeter and brinier, never overpowering, and as classic a 
statement as a string of pearls. 
 On Wednesday nights McCormick and Schmick’s of-
fers Buck A Shuck: a dollar per oyster and a dollar per 
shrimp for a fresh succulent cocktail. But don’t let this 
fool you into thinking the quality is only a dollar’s worth. 
Sioux Chef Brian says he’s most proud that for a big res-
taurant, they don’t aim to shop around for the best deal. 
Their priority is quality. “We try to get the best product 
in because we want to give the best quality to our guests.” 
The sizable restaurant offers three floors, and the patio 
is perfect for enjoying a family meal beneath the sunny 
trees steps away from City Hall Plaza. The locale is per-
fect for a meal before an outdoor show and checking out 
the Old State House. Chef Brian says the shooters are a 
phenomenal deal, but they aren’t his personal favorite 
oyster dish. “I like a crispy fried oyster, moist in the bite 
and, if fried correctly, with great seasoning on a summer 
day with a Heineken.”

Mare
Nestled on a corner of the most gourmet neighborhood in 
Boston, Mare is a must-see while vacationing this summer. 
These seafood connoisseurs are best known for delectable 
seafood that’s succulent and fresh, and served with an air  
of class and elegance. Built in 2005, this home of seafood’s 
best fresh fare is a local favorite, perfect for visitors and 
travelers alike. In the short history of the restaurant (short 
by Boston’s standards!) Mare has acquired acclaim from far 
and wide, boasting one of Conde Nast Traveler’s awards for  
being One of the Top 80 Tables in the World’s and Food and 
Wine Magazine’s Go To List. 

 Mare’s fabulous raw bar houses one of the finest of dishes 
on the Atlantic coast: the Mare Shellfish Tower, which holds 
12 oysters, 6 clams, 4 Jonah Crab claws, 4 shrimp cock-
tail, and half of a chilled lobster tail. Their half dozen and 
more oysters come with three sauces, an orange mignonette, 
horseradish, and a classic cocktail. They also have paired 
with Dom Perignon and Moët and Chandon for oyster and 
champagne specials. This seafood specialty restaurant only 
serves the highest quality of seafood with healthy and delec-
table ingredients that let natural flavors soar.

B&G Oysters
Food and Wine Magazine rated B&G Oysters as one of the top 
10 best places to order oysters in America. I caught up 
with the Chef de cuisine himself, Stephen Oxaal, on a 
stroll down Tremont in Boston’s South End where the 
oyster bar is located. B&G serves about a dozen types of 
oysters a day, typically ten from the East Coast and two 
from the West Coast. B&G has a pure appreciation of 
these sea treasures. They serve oysters with the traditional 
champagne mignonette and cocktail sauce if it is asked 
for. They also serve freshly shucked and fried oysters with 
a house-made tartar sauce, but Oxaal is of the predilec-
tion that oysters are so good on their own, you don’t 
need to do much to them. “We stand apart by taking 
more of a purist approach.” 
 B&G is commended not only for its oysters, but also 
for the hip and casual atmosphere quintessential to the 
South End vibe. The open kitchen plan allows the dining 
room to get a glimpse into the halls of superb seafood 
cooking. “What’s cool about B&G is that we’re small and 
that allows us to cook fresh food every day. We don’t have 
storage space so we get fresh seafood and don’t store it 
because, for one, that’s the wrong way to serve seafood, 
and two, it forces us to have fresh food every day. The 
food we serve is always from today.” The chef’s personal 
favorite way to down the delicacy is clean and simple:  He 
prefers New Brunswick oysters naked of dressings with 
a cold Miller High Life. “We’re an upscale seafood bar 
with a casual atmosphere. It’s a good thing.” 
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Union Oyster House
The nation’s longest-running restaurant is one of Boston’s 
many historical landmarks along the freedom trail. Since 
1826, the restaurant has been patronized by JFK, along many 
other members of the Kennedy family, and King Louis I of 
France. Oysters have been essential to the success and reputa-
tion of the Union Oyster House. Executive Chef Rico jokes, 
“As we like to say, Oyster is our middle name.” The restaurant 
loves to serve New England fare and shows the local pride by 
serving the best of New England oysters to their customer. 
Their selection comes from some of Boston’s best nearby 
vacation spots: Martha’s Vineyard, Cape Cod, Duxbury, and 
when the summer heats Atlantic shores, oysters from the 
famous Totten Bay in Maine are shipped down.  
 Chef Rico says size isn’t everything when it comes to oys-
ters. The ideal Union Oyster is a deeper cup, with a bite of 
salt, and a briny wash. “Sometimes smaller oysters are more 
flavorful and juicier, so it holds more of that natural brine.” 
The selection changes nearly every day depending on the 
temperature of the Atlantic. Bed stocks open up as the water 
warms and the selection becomes more varietal. Chef Rico 
suggests Sam Adams Colonial Ale with your order of oys-
ters, which is an ale brewed right in the Sam Adams Brewery 
in Jamaica Plain, and is a limited batch made specifically 
for Union Oyster House year round. How does the king of 
cooking at Union Oyster House like his own oysters? Chef 
Rico says he prefers them on the half shell with a dab of spicy 
cocktail, and an ice cold beer.  Chef Rico approaches his  
oyster with the same mantra as The Union Oyster House 
when it comes to preparing food: “Simply but elegantly,  
with great quality.”

Summer Shack
Jasper White knows good food. One of his many restaurants, 
the Summer Shack, buys oysters wholesale directly from the 
growers and works with New England-based fishery Georges 
Bank. Georges Bank exclusively distributes an oyster called 
the South Bay Blonde, which is a regular hit at Summer 
Shack. The revamped location in Cambridge now features a 
private oyster bar and has as many as ten varieties a day, and 
goes through 4,000-5,000 oysters a week! The daytime vibe is 
cool and casual serving families by day and business fodder 
by night.
 When it comes to drinks, Jasper doesn’t discriminate 
against any alcoholic pairing with oysters. “Champagne is 
always a good bet or sparkling wine, but some people like 
beer. Whatever floats your boat.” His only amendment to 
beer drinking is to avoid IPAs with too many hops, which 
interfere with the natural salinity of the oyster. 
 So how does the shellfish master take his oyster? “I eat 
oysters everyday and to discern each oyster, I put nothing 
on them. I just shuck them and eat them.” For those look-
ing to educate themselves on the delicate nuances of each 
oyster, Jasper’s approach is a good one.  “I always taste one 
oyster plain, and then sprinkle on just a little bit of lemon 
and peppermill.” A seafood dining crime in Jasper’s book is 
when customers stab the body with a fork and miss out on all 
the juice. “That juice is part of the oyster, and then you’re 
missing a real part of the experience.” Summer Shack caters 
to customer desires by offering dressings like a traditional 
mignonette vinegar, as well as an Asian styled oyster with a 
bit of ginger-infused soy and wasabi, with a slice of rare tuna 
and a tiny bit of Tobiko caviar, all on a South Bay Blonde. Is 
your mouth watering yet?  
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Oysters have been considered a delicacy for thousands of 

years beginning when the Romans hand-picked oyster seeds 

from the Adriatic Sea and carried them to other parts of Italy 

to sow and harvest them. The pearly iridescent shells have 

always been a much-coveted specialty for fine dining, and it’s 

no wonder why these Boston restaurants have upheld the 

tradition of bringing the sea’s finest jewels to hungry diners. 
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